The increasing application of statistical methods in the social sciences has resulted in the consideration of hypotheses more complicated that those for which the theory of univariate statistical processes and the elementary theory of multivariate statistical processes suffice. One cause of the complications may be found in the fact that in the social sciences the results of an experiment are frequently vectors of several components rather than of one component. As examples we may note that the prices and quantities of a given commodity in /» localities are vectors of p components, and that mental traits are generally tested by batteries of tests and not by a single test. Although the replacement of these vectors by some function, say an average, of their components is adequate for some purposes, yet in certain situations, any such function may be shown to be unsatisfactory.
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The fact that vector variâtes must then be analyzed requires the construction of a statistical theory which will facilitate that analysis.
For the normal multivariate distribution, the only distribution for which results have been obtained, the beginnings of that theory may be found in the fairly intensive study, since Gauss, of least squares and multiple correlation, which culminated in the derivation by R. A. Fisher in 1928 of the distribution of the multiple correlation coefficient when the correlation parameter is not zero.J The general theory of vector variâtes has been developed since 1931. It has included the analysis of variance of a vector varíate and the theory of relations between sets of variables. Hotelling derived the distribution of the generalization of Student's ratio § in 1931. Distributions of statistics occurring in the generalized analysis of variance were derived by Wilks|| in 1932. In 1936 Hotelling stated and solved a general problem in the theory of relations between sets of variables.1f We continue this analysis.
In §1 there are given certain definitions and notation which are used throughout the paper.
In §2 we prove several theorems,* the purpose of which is the establishment of a routine method of obtaining the distributions needed in multivariate analysis.
In §3 the theorems of §2 are employed to obtain some of the basic distributions of the theory of vector variâtes. As illustrations of the uses of the methods, we examine the theory of generalized periodogram analysis,! derive the joint distribution of q2 and z, % and the joint distribution of the two canonical correlations which exist when one of the sets contains two variables and the other set contains at least two variables, under the assumption that not more than one canonical correlation parameter differs from zero. We also analyze the generalized covariance, the tetrad difference, || and other statistics occurring in the theory of relation between sets of variables.
It will be noted that the variables are rarely expressed as deviations from a mean or regression function. This is permissible since Theorem 7 enables us to assume that those functions have been eliminated. Thus, if «' is the actual sample number, and if the mean value of the chance variable is a linear function of p parameters, then «, the sample number in terms of which our formulas are expressed, is equal to n'-p.
1. Definitions and notation. The following definitions and notation will be used throughout this paper unless explicit statement to the contrary is made.
If used as subscripts or superscripts, or as indices of summation or multiplication, the letters ¿,/, k will take on all integral values from 1 through p; the letters g, h will take on all integral values from 1 through ¿ -1, the letter v will take on all integral values from 1 through w, and the letter y will take on all integral values from 1 through m. We shall denote by py the sum «î-f-■ • • +ny, (po = 0).
The notation A XP, will be used for the combinatory product^ of the two sets A and P. We shall write A2 íorA XA. Thus, if we denote by P1 the totality of all real numbers, then P" is the totality of all sets of v real numbers. If F is a subset of A XP and b is an element of B, we shall denote by V(b) then the sets of chance variables xPy_1+i, • ■ • , xPy will be said to be independently distributed.
The symbol D(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn) will stand for "the probability density of the chance variables^ xi, • • • , x"."
It is easy to see that if a set of chance variables has a probability density, then any subset of them will have a probability density. [7] , p. 8 and [2l] , p. 20. Unfortunately there are differences in the terminology used in papers in statistics and in probability. To avoid confusion, one must remember that varíate, statistic, and chance variable are synonyms, as are probability density and distribution. Writers on statistical subjects sometimes use the term cumulated distribution for distribution function. It is particularly to be noted that the term distribution function in the literature of the theory of probability is the integral of the distribution referred to in papers on the theory of statistics.
t For all sets of real numbers |i, &, • -• , £", the probability that xi<£i, x2<£2, • • •, *"<{" is given by P(£i, (%>'"', Î»)-For a discussion of probability density and distribution function, see [7] and [21] .
t In using D we, of course, assert that xi, • • • , x" are chance variables and have a probability density. § We will usually extend the domain of definition of functions defined on a subset of R" to cover the set R* by setting the functions equal to zero outside their original domain of definition.
where the integral on the right-hand side is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.* The positive definite quadratic forms q and q, will be defined by the equations q = ^ <j{'XiXj •.j and qv = / , <t XivXjy, respectively. The matrix of q and qv will be denoted by (<r-1)-The determinant of (o-_1) will be denoted by crl. The inverse of (<7_1) will be written (a), and the elements of (<r) will be denoted by <r"-, where <r<,-is the cofactor of a1' in o-_1 divided by o-_1. The determinant of (a) is, of course, a. The function N(x; c) will be defined by the equations
The functions N((x); (<r)) and N((xy); (cr)) will be defined by the equations
Of course the elements o-,-,-may assume any values as long as the requirement that q and q, are positive definite is satisfied. If G(x) = N(x; a2), then x will be said to be normally distributed with variance a2 or to have a normal distribution with variance a2. If D(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xp) = N((x); (<r)), then xx, ■ ■ ■ , xp will be said to have a normal multivariate distribution.
The function G(x; «, c) will be defined by the equations 67(0; 0, c) = 1, -oo < c < oo, [November
Then it follows that
If £)(x) =G(x; «, 1), then x will be said to have a x2 distribution with « degrees of freedom. In that case the distribution of x/2 will be said to be an incomplete T-function distribution of index «. The function D((x) ; («)) will be defined by the equations
and 7> = 0 otherwise. The function P((X); («)) is defined by the equation,
Then letting X=Xi+ • • ■ +XP, we find that fro»;»»-T{n/2) .nr((" + x0/2)-
, then xi, ■ ■ ■ , xp will be said to have an incomplete Dirichlet distribution of indices «i, • • • , «p+i. If p = 1, then xi and x2 will be said to have an incomplete ß-iunction distribution of indices «i and «2. 2. General theorems. One of the most important theorems of univariate statistical analysis is that which states necessary and sufficient conditions that a set of quadratic forms in normally and independently distributed •chance variables be themselves independently distributed with a joint probability density which is a product of x2 distributions.* The fundamental part of this theorem may be stated as follows : The necessity of the condition (2.4) is obvious. For a detailed proof^of the sufficiency of the condition, the reader is referred to [6] , p. 178. It may be remarked, however, that the proof depends on the fact that in reducing the <7T's to sums of squares, the n linear functions thus obtained must be linearly independent or contradict (2.1).
In this section we prove several theorems by means of which many problems in multivariate statistical analysis may be solved. Of these, Theorems 7, 8, and 9 are generalizations of the Fisher-Cochran theorem.
A problem of statistical analysis may be formulated in the following way : If the distribution of several functions of certain chance variables has been derived, then what is the distribution of the same functions of other chance variables?
As an example of this problem we may cite the extension of the distribution of the multiple correlation coefficient of variables having a normal multivariate distribution with zero multiple correlation parameterf to the distribution of the multiple correlation coefficient of variables having a normal multivariate distribution, the multiple correlation parameter of which need not vanish. J In Theorem 2 the problem is solved under fairly general conditions. In particular the problem is solved when the functions are sufficient statistics § for both sets of chance variables. Various properties of sufficient statistics are then studied in Theorems 3 and 4 in order to determine to what extent * The algebraic content of this theorem may be stated as follows: If the real quadratic forms ?i> ?2i ' ' " , ?"• *" x\,Xi, • ■ ■ , Xn are such that/.ygy=/.,x^.
and if the rank of qy is ny, then a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist an orthogonal transformation zr=2~2vC^xv, (u= 1, • • • , n), such thatY^-py-,+i^2=qy, is pm = n. the possession of a set of sufficient statistics defines the underlying chance variables and to derive an expression for the probability density of any system of sufficient statistics.
In Theorem 5 we show that certain useful transformations may be treated as though they were the results of iterating linear transformations.
Frequently, in statistical investigations one is confronted with the necessity of finding distributions subject to the condition that certain variables are held constant or the condition that the effect of certain variables be previously eliminated. In such cases one must learn if the distributions obtained are functions of the values of the variables held constant and of the distribution of these variables. In Theorem 6 we shall provide a means of obtaining this information in situations which essentially depend on the normal distribution.
The following well known lemma will be used in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 4: S-S.
Since the integral on the right is equal to the probability that y{, • ■ ■ , yp' is an element of A, the theorem follows from (1.1). As an example of the possible uses of Theorem 2, let us consider the derivation of the joint distribution of variances and covariances of chance variables which have a normal multivariate distribution.* Hotellingt has, by a simple geometric argument, obtained the joint distribution of sample correlation coefficients when all the "true" correlation coefficients are zero. In this case, it is known that the variances are independent of the correlation coefficients.} We may therefore state Hotelling's result more generally as follows: 
This conclusion is immediate when one considers that in the notation of
and K(ax, ■■■ ,ap, rx2, ■■ ■ , rp_1>p) = (2ir)-*»l2o-"l2 exp \-£ ««rtfat »a?*1.
L ¿ itj J
The transformation into variances and covariances is obvious. The chief reason for the introduction of the following theorems on sufficient statistics is the desire to learn to what extent the requirements that (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied restrict the applicability of Theorem 2. We will show, in the corollary to Theorem 3, that at least for sufficient statistics, using the definition based on (2.9), the chief value of Theorem 2 is that it permits the extension of probability densities derived on the assumption that certain parameters have fixed values, to probability densities which are functions of the values of those parameters just as in the preceding example.
Let the chance variable x" have a probability density /(x", 9X, ■ ■ ■ , 0q), (q<n), which depends on several parameters, 0i, The answer to that question is contained, for the absolutely continuous * Sufficient statistics were first defined by R. A. Fisher; see [9] , p. 319. Also see [26] , where certain definitions of sufficient statistics are compared.
statistics and probability densities, in the corollary to the following derivation of the form which 0(xy) must have in order that a system of sufficient statistics exist.* Proof. It is easy to see that if we define V to be the intersection of F and (B-Z) XO, then V is open, and the measure of V-V is zero. Now let the * The result (2.10) has been obtained by Koopman and Darmois. See [23] , p. 402 and [8] , p. 1265. I have not been able to obtain the corollary to Theorem 3 from Koopman's proof, which depends on a definition of sufficient statistics that includes the definition based on (2.9). It may be remarked that Koopman needs only the continuity of the functions yi whereas absolute continuity is assumed in Theorem 3. The proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are generalizations of proofs for p = q= 1 in (2.9) given by Doob in an unpublished seminar lecture at Columbia University. R. A. Fisher has derived Theorems 3 and 4 in cases which are specializations of those here treated. See [15] . 
is valid throughout «nXr2. Letting 8j=j+l in J(8X, ■ ■ ■ , bP), which involves no loss of generality, we see that the equation
where the a"¡ is the cofactor of dyi/dxß in 7(2, ■ • ■ , Í + 1) divided by 
is valid throughout uXr. Then (2.10) may be obtained by integration of (2.11).
[November The absolute continuity and continuity of the functions may be easily proved. Obviously, if (2.10) is valid for all possible values of x, and 0i, • • • , 0q, then the statistics, E,a,(x,), are a sufficient system of statistics with respect to the estimation of 0i, • • • , 0q.
It is clear that a theorem similar to Theorem 3 may be proved for multivariate distributions.
The answer to the question of the relation of densities determining the same sufficient statistics is contained in the following corollary : The proof is omitted. It depends on (2.12).
We now assume (2.9) to be valid throughout R1X® and find the joint probability density of the sufficient statistics <J>i, 
The purpose of the following theorem is to make possible the simplification of our proofs of Theorems 6, 7, and 8. Proof. If A has finite measure, we may use Lemma 1 to complete the proof, and if A is not of finite measure, we express A as a sum of non-overlapping sets of finite measure and then proceed as above.
More general results than Theorem 5 and its corollary may readily be obtained. It is only necessary to require that A and A~l be in 1-1 correspondence, to replace the words "a linear transformation having unit determinant" by the words "absolutely continuous functions with non-vanishing jacobian," and to replace the words "and has the same measure as A" by the words "and has measure Proof. See [6] , p. 181.*
In Theorem 7 a direct generalization of the Fisher-Cochran theorem was considered. In Theorem 8, the generalization is one which permits the use of more general quadratic forms than could be examined by means of Theorem 7. However, transformations of the chance variable (2.21) such as that of Wilks [34] , p. 484, equation (30) , will provide another derivation, by the moment method, of many of the distributions which we shall obtain, in §3, by means of Theorems 8 and 9. Proof. Necessity. The additive property of the x2 distribution suffices; for, Y^-i^y has the x2 distribution with «,-degrees of freedom, and from (2.22) and (2. then the functions (2.22) are such that (2.6) and (2.7) are true. Hence, the desired result, (2.27), follows from the straightforward application of Theorems 2 and 8.
It is apparent that many distributions of functions of chance variables having a normal multivariate distribution may be derived by using Theorem 9. Some of these will be considered in §3.
3. Vector variâtes. In this section we apply the methods developed in §2 to various problems in the generalized analysis of variance, relations between sets of variables, and generalized periodogram analysis. In order to do this with a minimum of duplication, two theorems in the theory of quadratic forms are first stated. These theorems and their corollaries are useful in the theory of univariate statistical analysis. In Theorems 12 and 13, the previous theorems are used to obtain joint distributions of functions which are quadratic forms in certain variables for fixed values of other variables. These latter distributions are then transformed in order to derive distributions which are useful in the theory of vector variâtes. The notation and terminology have already been given in the first section of this paper. In the following theorem it is shown that the coefficients of a transformation by which a definite quadratic form may be reduced to a sum of squares are the regression coefficients. It is necessary to emphasize that although much of this material is known, yet no complete treatment seems to exist. The proof is omitted.
In Theorem 10 and Corollary 1 it was shown that variables which have a joint normal distribution may be expressed in terms of variables which are distributed independently in normal distributions.
In the following corollaries it will be shown that certain functions of the dependent variables are invariant under the transformation into independent variables and hence have the distributions of the same functions of independent variables. The proof is omitted. It is noted that the transformation (2.36) has unit determinant.
R. A. Fisher* has evaluated the difference between the sum of squares of the deviations of y,-from the sample regression function in yx, ■ ■ ■ , yi-X, and the sum of squares of the deviations of y< from the sample regression function in yi, • • • ,yk,(k<i-\).
In order to state his result in terms of the functions which are generally computed in least squares solutions, we define the i -k -T rowed determinant ,'it,i-i I j, t = k + 1, The proof is omitted.
The following corollary is useful in determining whether or not a set of regression coefficients differ significantly from one another.
Let a'i' be the generalized sum of squares, the elements of which are E7<*»*7, (j,k = i, ■ ■ ■ , i), and let v¿ = a"l-a'^-■ ■ ■ -a¿. \ The functions 1% are the regression coefficients in the 7th set of observations; in other words, big is defined as is b¡" but with ak¡y replacing ak¡. § Certain special cases of (3.12) have been used by Welch [33] and Kolodziejczyk [22] . If n = n', the chance variables a¡y), w2g, and v, are independently distributed and have a joint probability density which may be obtained from (3.14) by suppressing the terms involving Ui and vx.
Proof. The chance variables (3.13) have been shown, in the corollaries to Theorems 10 and 11, to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 8. The proof is then completed by means of Theorem 9*
The following corollaries are devoted to a consideration of the densities, moments and possible ranges of certain chance variables. Applications of the distributions are indicated. t See Wilks [34] , pp. 477,4SI. Î In the general case one has to transform ©(a1, • • • , ap) to find the probability that a ratio of products of the variables a' exceeds a given quantity.
In the theory of relations between two sets of variables,* there occurs a statistic which measures the portion of the generalized variance of the first set of variables which is due to the variables of the second set.
Let ti' -Xi'-Zu, and assume £<" to be the same function of the at¡ and xu that f¿" is of the <r¿, and xir. Furthermore, let (3.15) and let It is well known that gn = giji+gi,t and a,-, = a,ii-|-ö,-,-2 its distribution may readily be found in accordance with the preceding discussion of the distribution of the ratio of a generalized variance to one of its principal minors. Since B'js and d are independent chance variables, the chance variable Wu is a product of independent variances and has the distribution and moments of such a product, t t If s=p-s = 2, the statistic W\, is the square of the covariance tetrad difference. Hence if the two sets are independent, the distribution and moments of the covariance tetrad difference have been derived. It is noted that the variables of either set may be intercorrelated. The correlation tetrad difference will be discussed after Corollary 3. This analysis generalizes the discussions of Wilks [35] , and Wishart [40] . [November have a joint probability density, joint moments, and possible ranges which are of the same form as (3.17) , (3.18) , and (3.19) with the obvious differences caused by the omission of a[m).
Proof. The corollary is an immediate result of the theorem on the transformation of multiple integrals.
If m>m', the joint density and moments of the chance variables a,(T), a¡, (j = í, • ■ ■ , i), may readily be obtained by transforming (3.17) . have a joint probability density, joint moments, and ranges which may be determined as above.
We shall call any statistic of the form fli (7) e,-( We consider our sample to contain an odd numberj n, (m = 2m' + 1), of observations, and let * See Fisher [14] , and Greenstein [17] , for discussions of the Schuster periodogram in one variable.
t This follows from Corollary 2 of Theorem 7.
f The adjustment to be made if n' is even will be obvious. See Fisher [14] , p. 60. 
while the joint density of the entire set is
,r*/2r((* -id/2) I ö 2(2T,i IJ C2(2"<_2) J "w V il (277
If we denote the probability that whether each statistic should first be tested and then, if h are significant, the probability that the h greatest of the statistics should exceed a given quantity g should be found.
We note that by using the corollaries to Theorem 13, other distributions which may be used to test hypotheses in generalized periodogram analysis may be obtained for p >2. However we shall not examine these here.
We now derive the joint distribution of q2 and z* and the joint distribution of the two sample canonical correlations,! which exist if s = 2, when the two sets are not completely independent.
The degree of independence which we admit is expressed by the assumption that there exist 5 linear functions yi", • • • , y," of xi", • • • , x,", and p-s linear functions y,+i,,, • • • , yv, of x,+x,v, • ■ • , xpv, such that the probability density of the chance variables (3.25) Vi",
We first note that if p = 0, the joint probability density of The first measure of relations between two sets of variables, both of which contained more than one variable, was the tetrad difference. However, as will be shown, the probability density of the tetrad difference depends on the "internal" correlation parameters even when the two sets are assumed to be independent. It is this fact which makes it necessary that q2 be used instead of the tetrad difference unless the correlation parameters are known.
To discuss the statistic Wi, in either of these two cases, the statistic is a product of independent determinants of correlation coefficients and has the distribution and moments of such a product.* We now assume that s = p -s = 2 and derive the distribution of the square of the correlation tetrad difference under the assumption that the two variables of each set are correlated but that the two sets are independent.
Let the chance variables x," (¿ = * If all the variables are independent, then the ¿>-rowed determinant of correlation coefficients is the product of p -1 independent multiple correlation coefficients and has the corresponding distribution and moments. Wilks, [34] , p. 492, first derived this distribution by the moment method. Certain more general distributions, which do not depend on the vanishing of all the correlation parameters may easily be derived. .F2(n-3)/2(1 _ v2Y'2F(n/2, m/2, 1/2, plv2).
From this may be found at once the moments and distribution of TX2. The distribution and moments of Tx, may also be found. Let 2>t;7=E7-ia¿j'i> an(i tet buy), Z>(7) be defined as are a«7) and a\y). Let Z»¿í7, and so on, be similar functions of the variables yky. Assume that £>o =0, and let The proof is omitted.
Let d\y) = b{y)/b\m). The probability density and joint moments of the chance variables dJM may be obtained by transforming (3.29) and (3.30) . Furthermore 0 <4o < < 4-4) < 1.
Let o>M = biM/bi(y+x). We can then state the following corollary: The proof is omitted. The moments and possible ranges of the chance variables tù\y) are too well known to require statement here.
We are now able to derive several additional distributions of the generalized analysis of variance.
To do so, we need only note that *í(7) = II ¿(7), •-i and that the probability density and moments of the statistics b,M may therefore be obtained from Theorem 13, Corollary 1. The probability density and moments of the statistics d,-(y), where bj(y) «i<7> -T-' 0/0») may be similarly derived. It may be remarked that the independence of the chance variables uJM
